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Abstract

We propose a re nement of the type theory underlying the LF logical framework by
a form of subtypes and intersection types. This re nement preserves desirable features
of LF, such as decidability of type-checking, and at the same time considerably simpli es
the representations of many deductive systems. A subtheory can be applied directly to
hereditary Harrop formulas which form the basis of Prolog and Isabelle.

1 Introduction
Over the past two years we have carried out extensive experiments in the application of the LF
Logical Framework [HHP93] to represent and implement deductive systems and their metatheory. Such systems arise naturally in the study of logic and the theory of programming languages.
For example, we have formalized the operational semantics and type system of Mini-ML and
implemented a proof of type preservation [MP91] and the correctness of a compiler to a variant of the Categorical Abstract Machine [HP92]. LF is based on a predicative type theory
with dependent types. It has proved to be an excellent language for such formalization e orts,
since it allows direct representation of deductions as objects and judgments as types and supports common concepts such as variable binding, substitution, and generic and hypothetical
judgments. The logic programming language Elf [Pfe91a] implements LF and gives it an operational interpretation so that LF signatures can be executed as logic programs. It also provides
sophisticated term reconstruction, which is important for realistic applications.
Despite its expressive power, certain weaknesses of LF emerged during these experiments.
One of these is the absence of any direct form of subtyping. Clearly, this is not a theoretical
problem: what is informally presented as subtyping can be encoded either via explicit coercions
or via auxiliary judgments as we will illustrate below. In practice, however, this becomes a
signi cant burden, and encodings are further removed from informal mathematical practice
than desirable.
An obvious candidate for an extension of the type system are subset types as they are
used for example in Martin-Lof type theory [SS88]. In a logical framework, however, they are
problematic, because they lead to an undecidable type-checking problem. The methodology of
LF reduces proof checking in the object language to type checking in the meta-language (the LF
type theory), and thus decidability is important. Looking elsewhere, we nd an extensive body
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of work on order-sorted rst-order calculi and their use in logic programming and automated
theorem proving (see, for example, [Smo89, SS89]). However, it is not clear how to generalize
these calculi to logics or type theories with higher-order functions, although recently some
interesting work in this direction has begun [Koh92, NQ92]. Similar systems of simple subtypes
have been used in programming languages, in particular in connection with record types and
object-oriented programming, but such systems are not expressive enough for our purposes.
More promising are enhancements of simple subtypes with intersection types [CDCV81], which
have been applied to programming languages [Rey91] and recently also in type theory [Hay91].
General decidability of type-checking or inference in such calculi is problematic, but under
certain restrictions type checking is decidable and principal types exist [Rey88, FP91, CG92].
In this paper we tie together ideas from these threads of research and propose a re nement
of the LF type theory by a version of bounded intersection types, or re nement types, as we
call them. The resulting type theory & allows more direct encodings of deductive systems in
many examples. We show that it has a decidable type-checking problem and is thus useful as
a logical framework. We have not yet implemented this system, but experience with a related
implementation of re nement types for ML [FP91] and the current Elf term reconstruction
algorithm leads us to believe that type-checking will be practical. While similar in spirit to
the work on re nement types for ML [FP91], the technical and practical issues in both systems
are very di erent. In ML, we are concerned with the decidability of type inference in the
presence of general recursion and polymorphism. Here, we have to deal with type checking in
a language without recursion or polymorphism, but with dependent types. Furthermore, in
ML re nement types are de ned inductively; here re nement types are open-ended in the same
way that signatures are essentially open-ended (they can be extended with further declarations
without invalidating earlier declarations).
The system we propose is relevant not only to LF and its Elf implementation, but a restricted
version can be applied directly to Prolog [MNPS91] and Isabelle [PN90] with similar bene ts.
A uni cation algorithm for this restricted -calculus, !& is described in [KP93].
In future work, we plan to consider the operational aspects of this type theory so that it can
be fully embedded into the current Elf implementation. This includes extending the constraint
solving algorithm in [KP93] to account for dependencies in the style of [Pfe91a, Pfe91b], type reconstruction, and search. Based on experience from rst-order logic programming we conjecture
that subtyping constraints can lead to improved operational behavior of many programs.

2 Two Motivating Examples
In this section we give two prototypical examples which motivate our extension of the LF type
theory. Space only permits a rather sketchy discussion of these examples; the interested reader
may nd additional explanation in the indicated references.
Hereditary Harrop Formulas. Here we consider, as an object logic, the language of hereditary Harrop formulas [MNPS91], a fragment of logic suitable as a basis for a logic programming
language. For the sake of brevity we restrict ourselves to the propositional formulas.
Formulas F ::= A j F1 ^ F2 j F1  F2 j F1 _ F2
Here A ranges over atomic formulas. We now de ne legal program and goal formulas.
Programs D ::= A j D1 ^ D2 j G  D
Goals
G ::= A j G1 ^ G2 j G1 _ G2 j D  G
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How do we represent these de nitions in LF? The de nition of formulas given here in the
concrete syntax of Elf, is straightforward.
form : type.
=>
||
&&

: form -> form -> form.
: form -> form -> form.
: form -> form -> form.

%infix right 10 =>
%infix right 12 ||
%infix right 14 &&

Atomic formulas are not explicitly declared, but we assume that declarations for predicate
constants are added to this basic signature as they are introduced. The next question is how to
represent programs and goals. Here we can go two ways: one is to introduce explicit judgments
atom F , prog F , and goal F which can be used to prove that a given formula F is either an
atom, program, or goal. That is, showing only the rules for programs:
atom : form -> type.
goal : form -> type.
prog : form -> type.
p_atom : atom A -> prog A.
p_imp : goal A -> prog B -> prog (A => B).
p_and : prog A -> prog B -> prog (A && B).

Here, free variables in a declaration are implicitly -quanti ed.
A judgment, such as P ` G (program P entails goal G) must now carry explicit evidence
that the constituents P and G are in fact legal programs and goals. We call this judgment
solve P G, indicating its use as a logic program. It requires backchain as an auxiliary judgment.
{x:A} K is Elf's concrete syntax for x:A: K .
solve
: {P:form} prog P -> {G:form} goal G -> type.
backchain : {P:form} prog P -> {A:form} atom A -> {G:form} goal G -> type.

The rules de ning these judgments lead to a very awkward and inecient implementation of
proof search, since solve is now a type family indexed by four arguments instead of only two.
Another possibility is to declare separate types for programs and goals. Unfortunately,
this means that we have to introduce separate instances of the shared connectives, and the
connection to an overarching language of formulas is lost and would have to be axiomatized
separately.
Both alternatives illustrate general techniques available within the LF type theory. While
feasible for relatively small examples, they become very dicult to manage for larger examples
and obscure the representations greatly compared to the relative simplicity of the informal
de nition. In contrast, with re nement types we can declare a type of formulas and then
atoms, programs, and goals as subtypes.
Natural Deductions in Normal Form. The next example illustrates that we often want to
make subtype distinctions at the level of deductions and not only at the level of syntax. We
follow the usual representation of natural deduction in LF [HHP93] and Felty's trick to enforce
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normal forms [Fel89]. We restrict ourselves to the purely implicational fragment.
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The deduction in the premise of the implication introduction rule discharges the hypothesis
A labelled x and is represented as a function from deductions of A to deductions of B. The
derivability judgment is represented by the family pf which is indexed by a formula.
o
: type.
imp : o -> o -> o.
pf

: o -> type.

impi : (pf A -> pf B) -> pf (imp A B).
impe : pf (imp A B) -> pf A -> pf B.

Again, quanti ers over A and B are implicit. A type of the form pf A is the type of all
natural deductions of A. A natural deduction is normal if no introduction of an implication
is immediately followed by its elimination. An equivalent formulation essentially says that we
can only reason with elimination rules from hypotheses and with introduction rules from the
conclusion. We implement this via two judgments, elim and nf , on deductions. This has the
same drawbacks as in the previous example: it is more verbose, and arguments proliferate in
judgments which depend on elim and nf . Here is how this alternative could be written:
nf
: pf A -> type.
elim : pf A -> type.
impi_nf
: {Q:pf A -> pf B} ({P:pf A} elim P -> nf (Q P)) -> nf (impi Q).
impe_elim : {P:pf (imp A B)} {Q:pf A} elim P -> nf Q -> elim (impe P Q).
elim_nf
: {P:pf A} elim P -> nf P.

Implicit arguments (to nf , elim , impi , and impe ) and type reconstruction in Elf go a long way
towards making this option feasible, but it is still awkward. Felty's solution introduces new
families elim and nf indexed by formulas. Again, the connection to pf remains informal and
one then has to prove that every normal natural deduction is in fact a natural deduction. Using
re nement types, we will be able to declare deductions in normal form as a subtype of natural
deductions.

3 The Re nement Type System
In this section we present a re nement of the LF type theory ( ) to accomodate commonly
used forms of subtypes. We refer to this system as & . We have to ensure that the basic,
necessary properties of the LF type theory are not destroyed: in particular, we need to preserve
decidability of type-checking and the adequacy of encodings. These requirements have led us to
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a number of basic design decision which we review here before the technical development. The
examples will draw upon Section 2.
Sorts and Proper Types. Semantically, a sort may be best thought of as describing a subset
of a proper type as it exists in LF. This extends through the type hierarchy in straightforward
fashion; for example, the sort (elim A ! nf B ) will describe a subset of the functions of type
(pf A ! pf B ), namely those that map a deduction of A by elimination rules to a normal form
deduction of B . Thus we think of sorts as a re nement of the structure of types, and similary
for sort families indexed by objects. Sorts are not distinguished syntactically, but via a new
form of declaration that speci es a sort re ning a type. For example, goal :: form declares the
sort goal of legal goals as a re nement of the type form of formulas.
Subsorts and Intersection Types. The space of sorts that re ne a given proper type must
possess structure to be useful. We thus introduce new declarations of the form a  a0 that
specify that sort a is a subsort of sort a0 . This will only be considered well-formed when both
a and a0 re ne some proper type b. At the level of functions, simple subsorting is insucient,
since a given -expression may have a number of di erent sorts. For example, (x:pf A: x) has
type pf A ! pf A, and also sorts elim A ! elim A and nf A ! nf A. In order to express all
these properties directly we use intersection types:
(x:pf A: x) : (elim A ! elim A) &(nf A ! nf A) &(pf A ! pf A):
Again, in keeping with the basic re nement philosophy, sorts may only be conjoined if they
re ne a common type (pf A ! pf A, in this example).
Objects. We also make a basic decision not to change the space of objects, but merely to
classify them more accurately than in  . This may seem rather drastic insofar as types occur
in objects (labelling 's) and one might thus expect them to change as the language of types
changes. Through the typing rules we enforce that -abstractions are labelled by proper types.
The typing rules then allow analysis of the body of the term x:A: M for every sort that re nes
the type A. This restriction may not be necessary to obtain a decidable system, but it a ords a
tremendous simpli cation of the meta-theory of our calculus without a ecting its expressiveness
in any essential way. It is also consistent with the philosphy behind re nement types.

3.1 Syntax

We maintain LF's three levels and augment families and kinds by intersections. Objects
and contexts remain basically the same, although we have eliminated family-level abstractions
x:A1: A2, since they do not occur in normal forms and are thus not important in practice.
Kinds
K ::= Type j x:A: K j K1 & K2
Families A ::= a j A M j x:A1 : A2 j A1 & A2
Objects M ::= c j x j x:A: M j M1 M2
Contexts ? ::=  j ?; x:A
Signatures may now contain two additional forms of declarations: re nement declarations a1 ::
a2 and subsort declarations a1  a2.
Signatures  ::=  j ; a:K j ; c:A j ; a1 :: a2 j ; a1  a2
We now also drop the restriction that a constant may be declared at most once in a signature
(where a:K , a1 :: a2 , and c:A declare a, a1 , and c, respectively). Instead we impose other validity
conditions in the next section. As usual, we consider -convertible terms to be identical.
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3.2 Judgments

In our approach, it is extremely important that sorts and sort families can be recognized, and
that a sort re nes a unique type. Thus we begin by de ning the re nement judgment. Since it
must be applied uniformly through all levels (kinds, families, objects) with essentially the same
rules, we use the meta-variables U and V to range over terms from any of the three levels and
d to range over object-level or family-level constants. For an instance of a rule schema to be
valid it must be sensible according to the strati cation imposed above. Variables occurring in
the terms involved in this judgment are treated uniformly, so we omit the context here.
` U1 :: V1
` U2 :: V2
` Type :: Type
` x:U1 : U2 :: x:V1 : V2
` U1 :: V
` U2 :: V
` U1 :: V1
` U2 :: V2
` U1 U2 :: V1 V2
` U1 & U2 :: V
` U1 :: V1
` U2 :: V2
` x :: x
` x:U1 : U2 :: x:V1 : V2

a :: a0 in 
0
 a :: a

d:U in 
 d :: d
`

`

Note that the re nement relation is neither transitive nor re exive. The conditions on valid
signatures will guarantee that exactly one of the last two cases is applicable for any declared
constant, and the second only for a unique a0. This implies that in a valid signature  for a
given U there exists at most one V such that ` U :: V .
The validity judgments have the following form. Here, Kind is a special token to allow a
uniform presentation of the validity judgments at the three levels.
`  Sig
 is a valid signature
` ? Ctx
? is a valid context
? ` K : Kind K is a valid kind
? ` A : K
A is a valid family of kind K
? ` M : A
M is a valid object of type A
We also need the auxiliary judgments
U V
U is -convertible to V
` U  V
U is a subsort of V
where the subsorting judgment only applies at the levels of families and kinds. Here are the
rules for valid signatures.

`

 Sig



`

K : Kind



`

K :: K 0

` 

Sig

K :: K 0 for any a:K in  no a :: a0 in 
; a:K Sig
0
0
 A :: A
 A :: A for any c:A in 
; c:A Sig


`

i

i

`
`

 Sig



`

A : Type

`

`

`
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i

i

`

a2:K in  a1 not declared in 
; a1 :: a2 Sig
 Sig a1 :: a3 in  a2 :: a3 in 
; a1 a2 Sig

 Sig

`

`

`



A declaration of the form a :: b declares a sort family a which inherits its kind from the type
family b it re nes. Valid contexts are straightforward.


`



` 

Ctx

? ` A : Type
` ?; x:A Ctx

? Ctx

The rules for valid terms are uniform throughout the levels (as long as they apply), so we
give them in schematic form for terms. Note that we do not check validity of signatures or
contexts at the leaves, but require their validity in the theorems and take care to propagate
this property. Where there is no ambiguity we use the usual conventions for the names of
meta-variables. Here, S stands for either Type or Kind.

x:A in ?
?  Type : Kind
? x:A
a :: b in  b:K in 
d:U in 
? d:U
? a:K
? U :V
W ? W :S
?  U : V1 ?  U : V2
V
(2)
(1)
?  U : V 1 & V2
? U :W
?  A : Type
?; x:A  U : S
?  U1 : S ?  U2 : S  U1 :: V  U2 :: V
?  x:A: U : S
?  U1 & U2 : S
?  U : x:A: V
? M :A
?  U M : [M=x]V
?  A : Type ?  B : Type ?; x:B  M : C
 B :: A
(3)
?  x:A: M : x:B: C
? U :V
V W ? W :S
(4)
? U :W
`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`



`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`

`



`

`

Note that we need a subsorting rule (2) and a type conversion rule (4), since we have formulated
them as separate judgments which interact very little (formally). In the rule for -abstraction
(3) one can see that the type label acts as a bound: we can analyze the expression for each sort
B which re nes A and conjoin the results using the introduction rule for & (1).
Finally, the rules for subsorting. The rules enforce the restriction that sorts and sort families
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can only be compared if they re ne a common type.
` U :: W
` V :: W
` U :: W
` V :: W
` U & V  U
` U & V  V
a  b in 
` U  V1
` U  V2
` U  V1 & V2
` a  b
` x:A: U1 :: W
` x:A: U2 :: W
` (x:A: U1 ) &(x:A: U2 )  (x:A: U1 & U2 )

B A
U V
A B
 Type Type
 x:A: U x:B: V
 AM BM
W
U V
V
 U :: W
U U
U W


`

`





`

`

`

`



`

`



`





`

`









The subsorting relationship is contravariant in the domain of a function type, as expected.
Indexed sort families may only be compared if the indices are identical, which may require some
applications of the type conversion rule (4) in a typing derivation before the subsumption rule
(2) can be applied.

3.3 Properties of &

We begin by de ning a forgetful mapping k:k from & to  . It ignores the distinctions
introduced by sorts by collapsing them to the type they re ne. The result of interpreting a
signature  is a signature 0 in  and a substitution  mapping terms over  into terms over
0. We use  (U ) as a notation for the result of applying  to U with the special provision that
(
(U1) = (U2) = V
(U1 & U2) = Vunde ned ifotherwise
The application of  to a context ? distributes into the constituent terms. The empty substitution is denoted by [] and the extension of a substitution  mapping the new constant d to d0
is written as   [d 7! d0].
kk
= h; []i
k; d:U k
= kk
if d declared in 
0
k; d:U k
= h ; d: (U );   [d 7! d]i if d not declared in  and h0;  i = kk
k; a1 :: a2 k
= h0;   [a1 7! a2]i
where h0;  i = kk
k; a1  a2 k
= kk
Lemma 1 If  is valid and ` U  V then there exists a (unique) W such that ` U :: W and
` V :: W .
Lemma 2 (Re nement) Let  be a valid signature, ? be a valid context, and kk = h0; i.
Then:
(i) if ` U :: V then  (U ) =  (V ),
(ii) if ` U  V then  (U ) =  (V ),
(iii) if U  V then  (U )   (V ),
(iv) if ? ` U : V then  (?) `  (U ) :  (V ).
0
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Proof: By straightforward inductions over the derivations of the given judgments, employing
uniqueness of bounds and Lemma 1.

We call a & term canonical if it is in long  -normal form, as in LF.

Lemma 3 The judgment U



V is decidable on valid terms and every valid term U has a

unique equivalent canonical form.

Proof sketch: The corresponding judgment on LF is decidable on valid LF terms (see, for ex-

ample, [Geu92]). Equivalence on types and kinds is structural and therefore trivially decidable,
except for conversions among the embedded objects. But labels of -abstractions are restricted
to terms which remain unchanged under the forgetful interpretation, and thus conversions in
(U ) and (V ) can be lifted to conversions in U and V .

The equivalence relation 
= V i U  V and V  U . It is easily shown
= is de ned by U 
that this is a congruence. Also, the following properties are easily proved.

Lemma 4 (Basic Properties of Sorts) We assume implicitly that both sides of each of the
equivalences below re ne the same type.
(i) U & V 
= V & U,

(iii) U & U = U ,

(ii) U &(V & W ) 
= (U & V ) & W ,
(iv) (x:A: U1 ) &(x:A: U2) 
= (x:A: U1 & U2).

Theorem 5 (Decidability of Subsorting) The subsorting judgment ` U
valid signatures .



V is decidable for

Proof sketch: By an interpretation into the subtyping problem for Forsythe, for which a

decidability proof has been given by Reynolds [personal communication, 1991]. The proof can
be found in [Pie91] in a slightly di erent form. Each atomic type of the form a M1 . . . M is
interpreted as a simple type a M1 . . . M which inherits its subsorting property from a. The
main observation in the correctness proof of this interpretation is that A M  B N i A  B
and M = N .
n

n

We call a type A a minimal type for the object M in context ? if A is canonical and for
every canonical B such that ? ` M : B we have ` A  B . A similar de nition applies to
minimal kinds.

Theorem 6 (Decidability of & ) The validity of signatures and contexts and the typing judgment ? ` U : V are decidable. Furthermore, every valid term U has a minimal type or kind.

Proof sketch: Using the forgetful interpretation and the soundness and completeness of the
algorithmic version of LF in [HHP93] we can show that each derivation can be transformed into
one which eagerly applies normalization on types, but otherwise requires no type conversion.
Secondly we show that applications of the subsorting rule in such a derivation can be pushed
up to the leaves, except for -abstractions and applications, where we can directly calculate
a minimal type from minimal types of the constituents. The completeness of this calculation
relies on the fact that only nitely many sorts (modulo 
=) re ne a given type.
9

4 Examples Revisited
Now that the & calculus has been de ned, we revisit the earlier examples. We use the concrete
syntax :: for :: and <: for .
Hereditary Harrop formulas. Following the previous and unchanged de nitions of the
connectives, we declare atoms, goals, and programs as re nements of formulas. Then we declare
sorts for the constructors.
atom :: form.
goal :: form.
prog :: form.

% atoms
% legal goals
% legal programs

atom <: goal.

% every atom is a legal goal

=>
||
&&

: prog -> goal -> goal.
: goal -> goal -> goal.
: goal -> goal -> goal.

atom <: prog.
=>
&&

% every atom is a legal program

: goal -> prog -> prog.
: prog -> prog -> prog.

The entailment and backchaining judgments can now be declared naturally. Their de nition
(not shown here) is also simple and intuitive.
solve
: prog -> goal -> type.
backchain : prog -> atom -> goal -> type.

Normal Natural Deductions. Here, both elim and nf become sort families which re ne
pf . Following the previous declarations for pf , impi , and impe we complete the de nition as
follows.
nf
:: pf.
elim :: pf.

% normal form deductions
% pure elimination deductions from hypotheses

elim <: nf.

% every elim deduction is in normal form

impi : (elim A -> nf B) -> nf (imp A B).
impe : elim (imp A B) -> nf A -> elim B.

Below we show the obvious deduction of p (q p) for parameters p and q . Terms of the form
x:A: M are written as [x:A] M in concrete syntax.




([p:o] [q:o] impi ([P:pf p] impi ([Q:pf q] P))
: {p:o} {q:o} nf (imp p (imp q p)).

These small examples should help to illustrate how re nement types provide a natural and
direct means to express subtyping in the context of a logical framework. Many of the case
studies of deductive systems in LF that we and others have carried out would bene t similarly.
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5 Conclusion and Further Work
We plan to implement the system & as an extension of Elf. This requires a generalization
of the constraint solving algorithm in [KP93] to dependent types, and the development of a
feasible type reconstruction algorithm. The type-checking algorithm which arises out of the
proof of Theorem 6 works by bottom-up synthesis and is not practical. However, a top-down
type-checking algorithm as in the implementation of re nement types for ML [FP91] promises
to be of acceptable eciency, especially since our language lacks recursion at the level of terms.
We would also like to consider relaxing some of the restrictions currently in place to enforce
orthogonality of conversion and subsorting. In particular, it is intuitively appealing to allow
sorts (to be interpreted as bounds) in the labels of -abstractions, but we believe that this
necessitates a form of typed or sorted conversion and our decidability proof no longer applies
directly. This slightly di erent version of & also appears to be better suited for an extension
to the Calculus of Constructions with re nement types. It is consistent with our system to
allow re nement kinds, that is, declarations of the form k :: Type. This leads to a system which
encompasses ELF+ [Gar92] and could also yield a new view of type classes in the context of type
theory. We plan to investigate the meta-theoretic properties of a type theory with re nement
types and re nement kinds.
One might also consider promotion of sorts to types and demotion of types to sorts which
sometimes further economizes representations without making them less intuitive. We plan to
investigate this in the context of the module system for LF described in [HP99].
Finally, there is the question of adequacy proofs for representations in & . The normal form
theorem is useful here, but we would also like to give an interpretation which maps a signature
in & into an equivalent signature in  . We conjecture that there is such a mapping which
interprets re nement by relativizing -quanti ers and subsorting by coercions.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Michael Kohlhase and Tim Freeman for discussions regarding re nement types and Nevin Heintze, Benjamin Pierce, and Ekkehard Rohwedder
for comments on a draft of this extended abstract.

Appendix: The -Cube
In this appendix we give a uniform and very elegant presentation of Barendregt's -cube and in
particular of LF and the calculus of constructions in which the levels (objects, families, kinds)
are re nements of a proper type of terms. This example also shows why it is useful to allow
K1 & K2 in & . We omit the rules for type conversion for the sake of brevity.
term : type.
tp
pi
lm
ap

:
:
:
:

term.
term -> (term -> term) -> term.
term -> (term -> term) -> term.
term -> term -> term.

%% Levels
sup :: term.
knd :: term.
fam :: term.

% super-kind
% kinds
% families
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obj :: term.

% object

%% The LF declarations.
tp : sup.
tp : knd.
pi : fam -> (obj -> knd) -> knd.
pi : fam -> (obj -> fam) -> fam.
lm : fam -> (obj -> fam) -> fam.
ap : fam -> obj -> fam.
lm : fam -> (obj -> obj) -> obj.
ap : obj -> obj -> obj.

In order to obtain the calculus of construction, we add the following declarations.
pi : knd -> (fam -> knd) -> knd.
lm : knd -> (fam -> fam) -> fam.
ap : fam -> fam -> fam.
pi : knd -> (fam -> fam) -> fam.
lm : knd -> (fam -> obj) -> obj.
ap : obj -> fam -> obj.

The typing judgment is now uniform across the levels.
of : knd -> sup -> type
& fam -> knd -> type
& obj -> fam -> type.
of_tp : of tp tp.
of_pi : of (pi T1 T2) tp
<- of T1 tp
<- {x:term} of x T1 -> of (T2 x) tp.
of_lm : of (lm T1 T2) (pi T1 T3)
<- of T1 tp
<- {x:term} of x T1 -> of (T2 x) (T3 x).
of_ap : of (ap T1 T2) (T4 T2)
<- of T1 (pi T3 T4)
<- of T2 T3.
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